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VOSS UNIVERSAL units of the 1020 series help you ensure that your demanding 
customers will always remain satisfied customers. They assure that you can produce 
the same quality and quantity day by day.

With a VOSS UNIVERSAL unit of the 1020 series you produce with a stack length 
of 1,000 mm and a charging trolley height of 1,980 mm.

The work procedure that can be adapted accurately to each individual product, the 
integrated humidity control and the perfect smoke and air routing of the nozzle 
system produce convincing results in every batch. 

The smoke is provided by an integrated, side-mounted or on-site smoke generator.

Food production
Petfood production

Pharmacy

Cans
Jars and bottles

Plastic cups and bottles
Aluminium and plastic shells

Pillow bags and pouches
Vacuum packs

Raw material

Packages

Branches
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Models  Width* Depth* Height* Energy  Heating type Humidification
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 E 1505 1155 3070 40 kW Electrical  Integrated live steam
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 G 1505 1155 3070 28 kW Gas burner  Cold water atomization
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 HD 1505 1155 3070 50 kg/h High pressure steam  High pressure steam 
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 KWE 1505 1155 3070 40 kW Electrical  Cold water atomization
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 ND* 1505 1155 3070 60 kg/h Low pressure steam Low pressure steam
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 NDE 1505 1155 3070 40 kW & 60 kg/h Electrical  Low pressure steam
VOSS UNIVERSAL 1020.2 Ö 1505 1155 3070 28 kW Oil burner  Cold water atomization
*  Outer dimensions in mm. 1020.2 ND model only as cooking system. Additional dimensions you will find on our website under product overview: VOSSpro.de/UNIVERSAL

Standard equipment
 Floor passable with an integrated 
 folding ramp
 Door hinge on the right
 Implementation up to 120 °C
 Electronic control
 Core temperature sensor
 Chamber and humidity sensors
 Automatic door opening function
 Cooling shower

Options (selection)
 Firmly installed ramp and door with
 li�ing and lowering fittings
 Door hinge on the le�
 Enhanced temperature range 160 °C
 Cleaning system
 Cooling register
 Smoke generator
 Customization
 Maintenance & support contract

Accessories
 Charging trolley
 Smoke sticks
 Cooking insert
 Grease drip tray
 Roasting and baking grid
 Accessories for increased 
 temperature range

VOSS UNIVERSAL units of the 1020 series offer you the possibility of selecting 
the energy type that is the most economical for you. The units can be heated 
electrically, with gas, oil, high pressure or low pressure steam.
 
VOSS UNIVERSAL units of the 1020 series provide you with the combination 
of dry and humidity heating with an air circulation system which is ideal in each 
case. Models HD and ND utilize the steam provided on site. 

Models KWE, Ö and G use cold water atomization, and model E generates the 
humidity by an integrated live steam generator.


